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The technology needed to enable 3D sketching has become more accessible
due to the availability of consumer VR devices and companies have released
software that enables users to sketch and design in 3D such as Tilt Brush [1],
Gravity Sketch [2], and Quill [3]. Research tools have also been made
available for other disciplines to work with such as the Lift-Off and Hyve
systems. In the previous chapters of this part, we presented information about
how interacting with a 3D sketching system can be realised (Chapter 8)
and how the sketched information can be represented internally (Chapter 7).
This chapter shifts the focus from the sketching system and the interaction
techniques to existing projects in various application domains. We present
the created artefacts and use-cases to provide an overview of how different
domains use mid-air 3D sketching.

After presenting some general findings regarding the advantages and
effects of 3D sketching on creativity, we present systems from a variety of
different disciplines including art, modelling, movie-making, architecture,
visualisation design & research, medicine, and cultural heritage.

9.1 Conceptual design and creativity

Traditional sketching is a central part in early conceptual design and allows
to quickly produce initial ideas. Many researchers believe that immersive
sketching can be beneficial in this stage as designers can create and see their
ideas in 3D without requiring additional sketching techniques. Israel et al.
[4] investigated how 3D sketching affects the early conceptual design stages
by performing expert discussions and user studies. They concluded several
benefits of 3D sketching.
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Analysis of attention and meditation measured by EEG

The One-way ANOVA was used to examine if there were any observable or measureable
differences of brainwave states of attention and meditation (mental relaxation or stress)
between the two conditions. Results are shown in Tables 6 and 7.

As shown in Tables 6 and 7, there was no significant difference in the attention value
between the Control and experimental conditions [F (1, 58) = 0.927; p[ 0.05]. However,
the results showed that the average attention value of the participants in the VR experi-
mental condition was higher than that of the participants in the paper-and-pencil control

Fig. 8 Examples of products designed in the VR experimental condition

Table 5 The result of one-way ANOVA for flow state

Condition M SD ANOVA

df F d

VR condition (n = 30) 3.800 0.550 29 4.847* 0.568

Paper-and-pencil condition (n = 30) 3.447 0.685

*p\ .05, **p\ .01

Table 6 The result of one-way ANOVA for attention

Condition M SD ANOVA

df F d

VR condition (n = 30) 51.487 7.722 29 0.927 0.248

Paper-and-pencil condition (n = 30) 49.623 7.268
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Figure 9.1: Example drawings around a mannequin. Students in the
VR condition sketched more novel ideas compared to the pen-and-paper
condition. Image taken from [6].

Spatiality: seeing a sketch as a 3D object

1-1 proportions: being able to create and see the object at the same size it
could be constructed in

Association: to design and create objects where they could be used or
relative to existing objects

Formability: the option to adjust and change virtual models

Israel et al. argue that the biggest advantage is the sketching process
itself as it enables the user to recognise the spatiality and spatial thinking
involved in creating the 3D sketch. On the other hand, Israel et al. also note
that traditional sketching has advantages in other areas so that “sketching on
paper will not be replaced”.

The Lift-Off System by [5] provides a possibility to combine the two
methods. Here, users can first use pen-and-paper sketching to create initial
design ideas. These sketches are then placed in VR and the user can lift
individual lines from the image into mid-air. Between the lines created this
way, surfaces can be generated to create a full model. The authors used their
system to create several animal models from sketches such as a moose, a fish,
or a lion’s head and also let an architect try out this system to design a cabin.

To compare creativity between pen-and-paper sketching and immersive
sketching, Yang et al. [6] performed a study in which participants had to
generate wearable technology ideas around the model of a human given in the
scene or on paper as shown in Figure 9.1. They found out that participants in
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Figure 9.2: Long exposure photograph of Picasso using a light pen to draw
lines in mid-air. ©Gettyimages.

the VR condition had better focus and better flow while working on the task,
indicating greater creativity. Participants in the pen-and-paper condition on
the other hand were more relaxed. However, their ideas were more similar to
each other compared to the ideas in the VR condition. Yang et al. hypothesise
that the ability to view the scene from different viewpoints might lead to the
higher amount of novel ideas.

9.2 Art

The ability to define persisting lines in mid-air is a revolutionary opportunity
for the art community. Artists have used various techniques to create the
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Figure 9.3: An artist suggesting the shape of an artwork by sketching lines in
mid-air. Image from [8].

perception of depth in their images but immersive sketching enables new
possibilities for 3D art. Using a light pen and long-exposure photography,
it has been possible for some time to create an image of strokes performed
in 3D. Picasso, for example, used this method to visualise 3D sketches [7].
However, the sketches created this way are always somewhat elusive since the
artist can not see the lines while sketching and the static viewing perspective
has to be specified beforehand. The immersive sketching systems presented
in this chapter allow to create lasting sketches that are visible to the artist, are
editable, and can be viewed from multiple positions.

Examples of art created with Tilt brush can be seen for example on the
website of the “Artist in Residence” program run by Google1. Compared with
models created for games or for personal fabrication, artistic sketches don’t
need, or even benefit from, the absence of watertight 3D meshes. Instead,
the strokes can be used to suggest the form rather than completely specify it,
thereby engaging the viewer in the interpretation of the artwork.

A classical distinction regarding art is the perception of art as either
the “process” of creating an artwork or the finished artifact itself. A third
view could be the focus on the perception of the viewer while interacting
with the artwork. In the area of immersive sketching, this has for example
been made part of the art installation by Rubin and Keefe [9] in their
“Hiding Spaces”. This VR system features 3D painted mid-air objects in

1 https://www.tiltbrush.com/air/

https://www.tiltbrush.com/air/
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front of virtual backgrounds. As the viewer moves through the exhibit, the
background morphs based on the viewing movement of the user making them
part of the experience.

Our focus in this chapter, regardless of the interpretation of art—either as
the final artifact or as the process of creating the artifact—is the interaction
with the immersive sketching system. Therefore, we describe how artists have
been using immersive sketching systems to create their artwork and do not
discuss related areas such as copyright or sampling of digital art. Using an
immersive VR sketching system is interesting from an artist’s perspective
as the artist is leaving the real environment to a large degree, grounding
her- or himself in the virtual environment. Chittenden [10] looked at this
detachment and sees similarities to the “adventure chronotope”. Yet, even
in this new environment, 3D sketches are unmistakably human creations.
In 3D sketching, the human hands can leave a trace that, like a digitally
sampled voice in electronic music, provides clear evidence, perhaps even an
identifiable artistic style or mark, of the physical art-making process. This has
potential to engage both artists and viewers in new ways with digital media.
Indeed, even concepts, such as sampling, derivative works, and copyright take
on new meaning when considering a spatial, digital medium that translates
physical movements of the artist so directly. In this regard, 3D sketching is
decidedly different from traditional digital 3D modeling tools.

Art can be created in many inventive ways and artists often use existing
methods in novel way to realise their artworks. For example, Grey [11] used
the surface drawing system [12] to create a trace around a human person. The
resulting model looked nothing like the person but viewing the tracked lines
from different perspectives produced interesting shapes. The author used the
model in different compositions such as “Rockman” shown in Figure 9.4 and
“Visitation”. A similar approach is seen in the Artwork by Nam and Keefe
[13]. Here, the viewing angle of the person looking at the screen determined
how the digital drawing would be shown. Additionally, the artist creating
the drawing was recorded from multiple angles. This allowed to show the
creation process from these different angles synchronised with the viewing
position of the digital drawing while the viewer looks at the artwork.

There are many ways to create a 2D painting but many early projects
for immersive modelling focused on creating cylindrical lines or ribbons in
mid-air. To gain more expressiveness and options, Mäkelä [14] added particle
clouds and meshes to the mix and also replaced the wand controller with
a finger tracking device to easily adjust the size and position of strokes
simultaneously in real time. Using this setup, he re-created an image of
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Fig. 8. “Rockman” by JEN ZEN 

Virtual Digital Art, 2000 
 

The cybertouch figures are curiously alien, 
anthropomorphic but not human. My favorite is 
called “Rockman”, a virtual motion capture data set 
that can programmed as a musical score, animated as 
a 3D figure, or presented in 2D formats like a weird 
movie still.  It looks intriguingly different when 
rotated to different views. 
 
2.6 “Rockman” Composite Editing 
 

“Rockman” is the central character in my digital 
artwork “Badwater”.  The image was exported from 
The Responsive Workbench as a proprietary .iv file, 
then converted to edit as a .vrml file in Bryce 4.0, a 
commercially available software program.  The 
figure was texture mapped, and lit from a new angle.  
No changes were made to the geometric mesh 
structure inherent to original 3D motion capture data. 
 

 
Fig. 9. “Badwater” by JEN ZEN 

ColorSpan Print,, 72 x 105 inches, 2001 

 “Badwater” is a composite digital painting of a 
remote boron salt flat in Death Valley National 
Monument.  Last remnant of an ancient sea, this 
desolate place is now the lowest place on dry land in 
North America, a unique place for a unique being. 

Turned to a different angle in “Visitation”, the 
same “Rockman” character looks entirely different.  
It is an alien changeling, a sharp pointy thing that 
floats above the salt flat like a living mirage.  (The 
side panel is a pyrotechnic display I exploded at a 
party John Wayne hosted at his home many years 
ago…archived for the right resonant connection.) 
 

 
Fig. 10. “Visitation” by JEN ZEN 

Digital Fine Art Print, 72 x 72 inches, 2001 
 

“Rockman” was used again in “Hotlicks’. The 
figure was given a new texture-map in Bryce 4.0, and 
keyed to a different light source before final editing 
as a .psd file in PhotoShop 5.5.  The backdrop is a 
composite digital painting and digital photograph.  
The source was shot with a 35mm SLR Canon F-1 
camera with 28mm lens - in Death Valley National 
Monument, the perfect place to discover an alien. 

The fire panel in “Hotlicks” is pure digital 
painting.  It is not a photograph.  The high degree of 
realism was achieved with standard PhotoShop tools 
(paint brush, rubber stamp, smudger, eraser, pointer, 
etc.), used as a only a painter trained in “old school” 
academic tradition can. Finishing layers were filtered 
in Painter 6.0. Dozens of semi-transparent layers 
were flattened to achieve final fire effects. 

“Hotlicks” feels alive when you see it life-sized. 
At eye level for small children, there are tiny plastic 
soldiers and a Red  Cross  ambulance  painted  in  the 
flames, which  makes the  eerie  cyborg seem  bigger,   

Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Information Visualisation (IV’02) 
1093-9547/02 $17.00 © 2002 IEEE 

Figure 9.4: The “Rockman” model created by Grey [11] using the surface
drawing system.

Rembrandt in VR. More recently, Lisa Padilla2 used Tilt Brush to create
portraits of celebrities such as Stephen Curry, Andy Warhol, or Mark
Zuckerberg (Figure 9.5).

To increase the possibilities for mid-air drawing, Eroglu et al. [15]
designed techniques for the creation of fluid artworks similar to smoke
photography, paper marbling, or ink dripped into water. The “particles” can
be manipulated by hand gestures with the controller as shown in Figure 9.6
or by blowing as shown in Figure 9.7, where the blowing is detected by a
microphone that the user is wearing.

Focusing on the experience creating mid-air drawings, Seo et al. [16]
presented “Aura Garden”, a VR setup in which users can paint their own
light sculptures using a custom wand as shown in Figure 9.8. These sculptures

2 https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisap/44473512285/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisap/44473512285/
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Figure 9.5: Different perspectives at a VR Portrait of Andy Warhol by Lisa
Padilla. Created in TiltBrush. Printed with permission.

Figure 9.6: Movements of the hand are tracked to control particles. Images
from [15].

remained for the next user to see. While observing visitors of the exhibit, the
authors noted that different professions led to different usages of the system.
For example, photographers created detailed shapes that they would then
look at from different angles while dancers enjoyed to visualise their own
movement.

In most cases, the creation and consumption of the artworks is separated
in both time and space. For their Hybrid Campus Art project, Pakanen et al.
[17] combined both of them. Participants could use TiltBrush to create virtual
models directly on the University Campus. These models were then placed
in a virtual mirror world of the campus and could be viewed on a screen that
was located in the same area. The intention of the authors was to also “add
value to mirror worlds”.

9.3 Modeling for fabrication

While many artists like to only suggest the form of a model through individual
strokes as seen in the previous section about art, other domains require solid
mesh models. One example is the design of objects that are intended to be
printed out using a 3D printer. There are techniques that create 3D models
for this purpose for example by using commercially available tools such as
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Figure 9.7: A microphone detects if the user blows air at the particles. Image
from [15].

Figure 9.8: Light sculpture created in Aura Garden. Light beacons indicate
the location of sculptures of other users. Image from [16].

Gravity Sketch [2] to create such models directly. In 2007, the Front Design
Studio released a video on YouTube showing how they designed furniture
by recording mid-air brushstrokes and printing them out using a 3D printer
[18]. However, in their system, the designers were not able to see their strokes
during the design process. Other projects investigate how the models created
by brushstrokes in VR applications such as Tilt Brush [1] can be used to
achieve models that can be sent to a 3D printer.

The SurfaceBrush system by Rosales et al. [19] describes an algorithm
that interprets the individual brushstrokes in relation to the surrounding
brushstrokes to generate surfaces as shown in Figure 9.10. This way, a solid
model based on the brushstrokes is generated.
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Figure 9.9: Setup of the “Hybrid Campus” project. Both the creation of virtual
objects in place as well as the visualisation for an audience are co-located on
the campus. Image from [17].

Figure 9.10: Combination of input brushstrokes and the resulting solid model.
Image from [19].

Using a different approach, Giunchi et al. [20] use the user’s brushstrokes
as search input through a model database. For example, the user creates a
rough sketch of a chair and the system searches through its database to find
the closest matching existing model. The user can then also adjust the sketch
and run the search again.

9.4 Dynamic storytelling

The previous projects aim to create a model that in its finished state is static.
However, 3D sketching can also be used in more dynamic scenarios such
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Figure 9.11: The 360 degree surrounding around the VR wearer (left) is
separated into different depth layers and flattened into individual planes that
can be used to sketch on a tablet. Image from [21].

as movies and animations. Movies in VR are hard to plan and prototype as
traditional planning techniques for camera movement and control have issues
when applied to scenarios in which the user controls the viewing direction
and can turn 360 degrees at any point. Henrikson et al. [21] address this
problem by using 360 degree sketching planes that can be viewed within a VR
headset as shown in Figure 9.11. This setup allows for simultaneous work.
For example, while the director is wearing the VR headset and watching the
scene, an artist can directly implement his comments by adjusting the sketch
on a tablet. The director himself can also add notes through a tablet similar
to drawing tablets. Different depths in the VR environment are achieved by
different 360 degree layers that the user can easily switch between.

Mid-Air interaction can also be used to assist in the creation of 3D
animations such as the path of an airplane or wind blowing in a specific
pattern. Arora et al. [22] implemented and evaluated the “MagicalHands”
system which tracks hand gestures to describe animations. They gave the
system to four artists and let them create scenes with animations. The
resulting scenes included the setting of a scary storytelling, a paper airplane
race, and an explanation how rain is forming. They found out during the use of
the system that tracking the coarse hand posture might be sufficient precision
for the general interaction so that it is not necessary for more precise tracking.

9.5 Architecture

Mid-air sketching also has the potential to be used in different disciplines
for which it is not directly apparent. One example is architecture. Traditional
sketching, physical mockups, and even desktop-based modelling tools, like
Google SketchUp, all play a critical role in modern architectural design.
3D sketching complements these by providing options to quickly create a
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Figure 9.12: Overview of the architectural drawing system. The position
of the objects on the mulitouch table is synced with the visualization on
the touchscreen. Drawings on the touchscreen are applied to the 3D model
depending on the chosen drawing mode. Image from [23].

building layout before stepping inside a prototype and annotating the design.
For example, the Lift-Off system was used by an architect to design a
cabin over multiple sessions with the system [5]. For a dynamic planning
scenario, Schubert et al. [23] combined a sketching tool with a physical 3D
working model of a cityscape on a multitouch table shown in Figure 9.12. The
multitouch table was used to arrange the tangibles representing the buildings
and a touchscreen beside the table showed a rendering of the scene. Sketches
on this touchscreen could be integrated into the virtual model in different
ways. The first, 2D, is similar to tracing on a paper. The sketch stays relative
to the camera and is not connected to the scene. Adding half a dimension,
the 2.5D mode has two sub-modes. In the “Object Mode”, lines drawn are
projected onto the 3D objects in the scene, in the “Extended Mode”, a infinite
supporting plane from a selected surface allows to sketch continuations from
an already existing plane, for example, to connect two objects or to extend an
object. In both 2.5D modes, the drawings are connected to the objects in the
scene and keep their relationship when the camera or object is moved. The
final mode is the 3D sketching mode. Here, the user can sketch 2D models on
the screen and they are converted into 3D mesh models that are placed in the
scene as shown in Figure 9.13.
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Figure 9.13: Example of the 3D drawing mode. 2D sketches on the screen are
converted into 3D models that are placed in the scene. Image from [23].

9.6 Visualisation design and research

Visualising information in 3D can be helpful in many disciplines. While
artists have the skills to visualise data, interpreting what a set of data
means and what data is relevant also requires expert knowledge in the
current research domain. Often, artists are employed at the end to create
visualisations for the findings of the researchers. However, including visual
artists early rather than later during the evaluation can help researchers to
understand the data and find results. Keefe et al. [24] introduced the process
of Scientific Sketching to enable the collaboration between researchers and
artists to visualise research data. They based this process on the experience
they had gathered before when working with visual artists to investigate
archaeological dig sites and the fluid dynamic of flying bats by visualising the
data in VR [25]. They found that artists can convey the data well but require
the critique and assistance from researchers along the way. For the scientific
sketching process, they formulate four steps: Paper sketching, VR sketching,
VR prototyping, and implementation. Similar to the process suggested in
the “Lift-Off” system, the paper sketching step allows for quick exploration
of ideas using traditional methods. In the next step, the VR sketching, the
ideas can be transferred into the third dimension to both test different spatial
arrangements and give people the option to critique these arrangements.
The VR prototyping step adds more refinement and interactivity as well as
animated elements to the visualisation. The resulting visual requirements
can now be implemented in the final step. The final visualisation is then
dependent on the underlying research data and not on manual control. While
it is important that the artist can prototype many visualisations in the early
stages, it is important to include the real data as well. Otherwise, this might
lead to a situation in which the artist has created a good visualisation for
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9.14: The visualisation of dinosaur foot movement at different stages
of the scientific sketching process. Starting with a paper sketch (a) the artists
generate prototype visualisations in VR (b) and suitable visualisations are
implemented to run dependent on the research data (c). Images from [26].

a single sample of data but that this visualisation is not able to visualise
different sets or the change over time. This process was for example used
by Novotny et al. [26] to analyse the foot movement of dinosaurs based
on fossil scans. They let two VR visualisation design courses work on the
visualisation and according to the researchers, the process and the result
provided a significant benefit to the standard desktop based analysis. To
analyse the data, the researchers and artists used different visualisations such
as a particle visualisation to track the movement of different particles during
the foot movement as shown in Figure 9.14.

9.7 Medicine

In the medical field, immersive sketching can help in many different ways as
well. Similar to modelling tasks described in Section 9.3, seeing the model of
new equipment such as an operating table in its real environment can help
to uncover issues that have not been detected before. Johnson et al. [27]
used the “Lift-Off” system to design new equipment and then have medical
professionals look at the models in the real size and setting. This uncovered
issues that have not been thought of previously. An example are hinges that
are in the way of the doctor when walking around the table. But 3D sketching
can be used in more cases such as communication and education. In the same
project, Johnson et al. also enabled doctors to create models of injuries such
as fractures to explain the diagnosis and treatment to patients as shown in
Figure 9.15. The doctors said that while the modelling process itself would
not be desirable for them, the option to annotate the model would be used to
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Figure 9.15: A doctor describes the injury and treatment by showing and
annotating a 3D model. Image from [27].

explain the procedure. An interesting observation of the communication of
doctors with the patients was that the doctors spend more time to explain the
surrounding elements of an injury, for example to explain the effect it had
on muscles surrounding a fracture. This included areas that were not even
visible in the traditional 2D data normally used in the communication with
the patient. The researchers conclude that providing 3D models of injuries in
their context within the body can help doctors communicate with the patients.

The relationships and processes within the body are hard to learn and
effects of changes are not easy to predict. Saalfeld et al. [28] investigated
how 3D sketching can help in understanding such relationships by designing
a semi-immersive system with 6-DoF sketching capabilities that is aimed at
medical educators and students to understand the vascular structure. Users
can sketch blood vessels and add disturbances such as saccular aneurysms.
The system would then animate the blood flow through these vessels enabling
the teacher or student to In an evaluation, the researchers focused on the
creation of blood vessel sketches and they did not study if and how the new
visualisation improves learning retention.
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Figure 9.16: User can navigate the virtual space using a tablet and annotations
made on the tablet are added to the 3D model. Image from [29].

9.8 Cultural heritage

Virtual environments have a great potential in the area of cultural heritage
since it is possible to visualise environments and structures that do not
exist anymore. Virtual environments can also be used to provide information
and annotate specific areas on artworks without having to mark the statue
or painting itself. Making the possibility to annotate models available for
everyone also creates new ways to involve people in generating cultural
heritage. Schnabel et al. [29] used the Hyve3D system and its sketching
capabilities (explained more closely in Section 8.2.2.2), to navigate through a
scan of the old town of Kashgar. Multiple users could sketch on their tablets
to annotate their current view in the 3D world, as shown in Figure 9.16 and
Figure 9.17, for example to provide explanations of interesting structures or
‘errors’ in the scanning data. The authors explain that this process could
enable the creation of new stories either about the old town or its scan in
particular.

Virtual reality also becomes an interesting part of theatre installations [30]
and mid-air sketching can be used in this context to prototype and design sets.
The virtual rooms of the play “Draw Me Close”3 for example, have been
created using mid-air sketching techniques as shown in Figure 9.18.

3 https://www.nfb.ca/interactive/draw_me_close_en/

https://www.nfb.ca/interactive/draw_me_close_en/
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Figure 9.17: The viewing position of a user is shown with a cursor in the 3D
model (left). Right: the view of the user from the cursor on the left. Images
from [29].

Figure 9.18: VR sketch of the house of the play “Draw Me Close”.

9.9 Summary

The projects show that 3D sketching can be used in a variety of domains
and for many different use cases. One central intention is to “create” a 3D
object or scene that can be used later, for example for 3D printing or as
an artwork. Other potential uses of 3D sketching are communication and
education. Being able to highlight a particular part in a scene or visualise
a 3D path can help to bring points across, for example, in medical contexts
among others, and being able to manipulate 3D models and see the effects
live can assist in understanding consequences of these changes. We believe
that the potential of using 3D sketching as a tool has not yet been reached and
that many processes can be improved by employing 3D sketching techniques.
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9.10 Conclusion

We conclude for this whole part of the book that 3D sketching is a uniquely
powerful and widely applicable tool for designers. Although it is often
marketed today as a new technology, taking into account the long history of
3D Sketching, as presented in Section 6.1, reveals a, perhaps more accurate,
assessment that what we are witnessing today is instead the maturing of a
technology that has been under development for more than three decades.

The longstanding interest in 3D sketching can be attributed, in part, to
the many opportunities the hardware and software provide. In other words,
the affordances provided by 3D tracking and spatial displays lead naturally to
a medium that simultaneously combines an ability to make body-centric 3D
spatial judgements with the fluidity, immediacy, and creativity of traditional
2D sketching.

With this fundamental potential identified, it is worth noting that the
medium does also present challenges to overcome. At the top of this list,
presented in Section 6.2, is controlling 3D mark making, a challenging
topic because the applications of 3D Sketching are so broad. The most
straightforward application of the technologies leads to a style of loose, fluid
sketching that is a natural fit for 3D gesture sketches and early conceptual
design work. Yet, this is not as appropriate for more deliberate styles of
drawing or model making where artists and designers wish to have precise
control over proportion, line quality, and form. Fortunately, there are many
possible solutions to achieving this level of control as described in the deep
dive into interaction devices and techniques together with input processing
algorithms in Chapter 8. Compiling and discussing this picture of the state
of the art leads us to conclude on behalf of the 3D Sketching research
community that we have now reached the point where the goal should no
longer be to create the “best” general 3D Sketching system or interaction
technique. Instead, the tools and techniques have reached a point of maturity
where we are fortunate to be able to instead focus on, “the best technique for
the job at hand”.

This brings us to the many possible applications of 3D sketching. We
hope that our review of compelling work to date inspires designers to think
creatively about how 3D Sketching in Space might be used in their practice.
The cornerstone application for many designers will likely be conceptual
design and modelling for fabrication or building. However, also consider the
role 3D sketching can play in art, dynamic storytelling, data visualisation,
medicine, and cultural heritage, where we see some of the most creative
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applications to date. Whatever the application, it is clear the 3D sketching
in space is now in a renaissance period, and we look forward to seeing how
designers will employ these exciting techniques now that it is possible for
them to move beyond the research lab and into regular practice.
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